In this paper, we aim to introduce the classic Optimal Transport theory to enhance deep generative probabilistic modeling. For this purpose, we design a Generative Autotransporter (GAT) model with explicit distribution optimal transport. Particularly, the GAT model owns a deep distribution transporter to transfer the target distribution to a specific prior probability distribution, which enables a regular decoder to generate target samples from the input data that follows the transported prior distribution. With such a design, the GAT model can be stably trained to generate novel data by merely using a very simple l 1 reconstruction loss function with a generalized manifold-based Adam training algorithm. The experiments on two standard benchmarks demonstrate its strong generation ability.
Introduction
The domain of unsupervised learning has experienced tremendous advances due to its potential to employ large pools of unlabeled data. One of the most promising approaches is generative probabilistic modeling. Not only do they approximate the underlying real data distribution by creating novel and visually pleasing content, but also have a wide range of applications including denoising [1, 2, 3] , inpainting [4] and super-resolution [5] . Generative probabilistic models typically estimate the real data distribution by either the adversarial process [6] or the variational inference [7] . In other words, rather than estimating the real data distribution directly, they often learn a map from the parameterized distribution like Gaussian to the high dimensional real data distribution.
In machine learning, Optimal Transport (OT) models [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] provide a faithful geometrical way for high dimensional distribution transfer with solid theoretical reasoning. In particular, OT seeks a map that transforms one probability density into another one with the minimum transportation cost. Inspired by its natural connection to generative modeling, we propose the Generative Autotransporters (GAT) model. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We design a novel generative model with explicit distribution optimal transport for generative probabilistic modeling. • To train the model, we generalize the traditional Adam [13] optimization to Stiefel manifolds.
• We further devise a more practical image generation evaluation that inputs real data rather than the commonly-used Gaussian/uniform distributed data.
2 Related Works
Generative Models
In recent years, generative models have been developed, which typically learn non-linear maps between the prior distribution and the real data distribution in a deep network. In other words, they generate samples to approximate the data distribution from randomized inputs. Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [7, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [6, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] are well known examples in this area.
As shown in Fig.1 (a) , the VAEs [7, 14, 15] essentially follow the classic autoencoder (AE) architecture, which contains an encoder and a decoder. More specifically, the encoder learns to convert the data distribution to the prior distribution, while the decoder learns a deep generative model which maps the imposed prior to the data distribution. To turn AE to a generative model, the VAEs generally impose a strong Gaussian distributed constraint to the prior distribution such that the decoder can generate a real data distribution from the Gaussian distributed input data. Furthermore, the approximation in the inference process limits its capacity to learn high dimensional and arbitrary distributed data, motivating recent works to improve approximate inference [25, 18, 17, 26, 27, 28, 16] .
On the other hand, the framework of GANs [6, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 ] establishes a min-max adversarial game between two neural networks -a generator and a discriminator, as depicted in Fig.1 (b). In GANs, the generator essentially acts like the decoder in VAEs, while the discriminator's task is to distinguish between synthetic samples and real data. Instead of using an intractable log-likelihood, the discriminator provides the training signal in an adversarial manner. Although GANs have been greatly successful, it is quite challenging to stabilize the training process under the adversarial framework and make the discriminator loss indicate the generalization quality directly.
In contrast, this paper aims to propose a generative model that is able to explicitly transfer arbitrary data distribution as opposed to VAEs, and meanwhile can be trained stably by comparison with GANs.
To this end, we design a new generative model named Generative Autotransporters (GAT) (see Fig.1 (c)). Basically, GAT contains a transporter and a regular decoder. The transporter is designed to transform the real data (target) distribution to an unconstrained prior (source) distribution, while the decoder is employed to approximate the target distribution from the estimated source distribution. Further, by using a common reconstrucution error function as the objective, the GAT model can be easily trained to generatate target samples.
Optimal Transport
Optimal Transport (OT) is a well developed theory for robust metrics between probability distributions, which has been used in several applicative fields including density estimation, regression, sampling and transfer learning [8, 9, 10, 11, 29, 12, 30] to name a few. In theory, OT studies the geometry of the Riemannian manifold spanned by probability distributions. On a given Riemannian manifold, all the probability distributions form an infinite dimensional space named Wasserstein space, whose Riemannian metric can be defined by the corresponding optimal transport cost. The simliarity of any pair of points on Wasserstein space can be measured by Wasserstein distance.
However, the use of Wasserstein distance in machine learning is still in its infancy mainly due to the high computational cost induced by solving for the high-dimensional optimal transportation plan. One of the most popular solutions is to break down the problem into a succession of onedimensional distribution transfer problems, which can be easily solved by one-dimensional histogram equalization as well-studied in [8] . Nevertheless, to improve the convergence, it is non-trivial to introduce appropriate heuristics to the sequence of rotations that maximises the distance between the current axis set at current iteration and the previous axis sets.
On the other hand, while the recent computing strategies (such as entropy-regularized transport with Bregman projections [11] or stochastic computation [31] ) change optimal transport costs into more tractable tools, they do not scale to large collections of data as encountered in modern machine learning. This is because their solution is found in solving an optimization problem which number of variables scales quadratically with the number of samples at hand. Although some GANs [22, 32, 23, 24] have studied the Wasserstein distance based loss function in deep networks, few of them feed OT operations explicitly into their models. In this work, we propose to learn explict OT mapping between involved distributions with regular deep learning paradigm, which is shown to be a universal function approximant that scales favorably with large collection of data.
3 Generative Autotransporters
Overview
Let x be the input (target data) and z be the latent code vector (source data) of an autotransporter with a deep transporter and decoder. Let p(z) be the source distribution, q(z|x) be an transporting distribution and p(x|z) be the decoding distribution. Also let p d (x) be the target data distribution, and p(x) be the model distribution. The transporting function of the autotransporter q(z|x) defines an aggregated posterior distribution of q(z) on the hidden code vector of the autotransporter as follows:
As illustrated in Fig.1 (c) , an autotransporter conceptually owns a transporter and a decoder. On one side, the transporter is mainly designed to transform the target data distribution p d (x) to the source distribution p(z) to achieve the aggregated posterior distribution of q(z). In other words, it is the transporter that guides q(z) to match p(z) by making use of an optimal transport map τ . On the other side, like autoencoders, the proposed autotransporters also employ a regular decoder so that the generative model can be trained with minimizing the reconstruction error. For simplicity to exhibit the power of the generative autotransporters (GAT), we merely use the l 1 reconstruction loss function throughout the paper.
Obviously, the key challenge of designing a specific GAT architecture is in terms of the transporter, which is equipped with the OT technique. In this paper, we realize the transporter by generalizing the existing Iterative Distribution Transfer (IDT) method [8] to a deep OT model. In particular, [8] proposed to employ the N-dimensional Radon Transform which projects each dimension of the data to one-dimensional space with an orthogonal transformation. It is widely acknowledged that via the Radon transform, any N-dimensional function can be uniquely described as a series of projections onto one-dimensional spaces [8] . In this case, considering the original probability distribution function (pdf) is a N-dimensional pdf, the Radon Transform projections lead to a series of one-dimensional marginal pdfs. Subsequently, it should be possible to operate the Ndimensional pdf through manipulations of the one-dimensional marginals. After some sequences of such manipulations, all one-dimensional marginals are able to match the corresponding marginals of the target distribution. Furthermore, [8] studied that the IDT algorithm can converge better if pursuing a more appropriate choice of projection sequences. With the basic idea in mind, we realize the transporter to learn the favorable sequences of projections to achieve an optimal transport in an end-to-end network training fashion.
Transporter
For the transporter, we mainly design Radon optimal transport blocks. To make the OT model differential for backpropagation in the context of networks, we propose a histogram soft-assignment strategy for the pdf estimation, and present a piece-wise interpretation for one-dimensional OT. To begin with, we first take into account the one-dimensional OT case which has a very simple solution.
The differentiable mapping leads to the following constraint which simply corresponds to a change of variables:
where f, g are the target and source pdfs respectively, and τ is the optimal transport map. Technically, the pdfs can be estimated by the histogram assignment of target data x i to the bin center c k . Unfortunately, the original hard assignment leads to discontinuities that would make the backpropagation training break down. In order to make such operation differentiable, we replace it with a soft assignment version:â
which assigns the weight of target data x i to the bin cluster c k proportional to their proximity, but relative to proximities to other bin centres.â(x i ) ranges between 0 and 1, with the highest weight assigned to the closest cluster center. α is a parameter that controls the decay of the response with the magnitude of the distance. We remark that for α → ∞ this setting replicates the original histogram hard assignment for closest bin center would be 1 and 0 otherwise.
With the derived pdfs, integrating both sides of the equality Eqn.2 obtains
Employing cumulative pdf notations F and G for f and g generates the expression for the mapping τ
where G −1 (ξ) = inf{x|G(x) ≥ ξ}. Then the mapping can be solved by using discrete lookup tables. In practice, to make the process differentiable, we propose to employ the piece-wise interpolation to achieve the approach of look-up tables.
After introducing the procedure of one-dimensional OT, we can go ahead to the higher dimension case. Let a particular Radon axis be represented by its projection direction w. The projection of both pdfs f and g onto the axis w yields two one-dimensional pdfs f w and g w . Employing the one-dimensional pdf transformation of the Eqn.5 leads to a one dimensional mapping τ w along this axis. For a N -dimensional sample x = [x 1 , . . . , x N ] T , the projection of the sample on the axis is obtained by the scalar product w T x = i w i x i , and the corresponding displacement along the axis can be computed by
After the transformation, the projection f w of the resulting distribution f is now identical to g w . Since the operation can be done independently on orthogonal axes, the proposed manipulation first chooses an orthogonal basis w = {w 1 , . . . , w N }, and then applies the following mapping τ :
where τ w1 is the one-dimensional pdf transfer projection for the axis w i . Note that the τ w (x) corresponds to the estimated posterior distribution of q(z) in Eqn.1 with matching the prior distribution p(z). Accordingly, we stack such an OT operation layer by layer for the transporter. It is also worth mentioning that the input of each transport layer is a two-tuple (τ w (x), z).
With the design for the transporter, the specific architecture of the proposed GAT model is illustrated in Fig. 2 . For simplicity, we only employ a very common decoder that was also used in [24] .
Adam Manifold Training
To train the proposed GAT model, we utilize the standard Adam optimization algorithm [13] , which is one of the most popular network training algorithms. In addition to the transporter's connection weights, the other parameters are updated as usual. As studied before, the weight parameters in the transporter are all forced to be orthogonal. It is widely known that the space of orthogonal matrices is actually a Stiefel manifold 1 . Hence, we have to update the connection weights on the curved manifold instead of the flat Euclidean space.
By building upon the manifold-valued weight update rule well-studied in [33] , we generalize the Adam algorithm to the Stiefel manifolds. Following the standard optimization [34] on Riemannian w t , where L is the loss for the k-th layer (for simplicity, we remove the index k in the following). Subsequently, searching along the tangential direction leads to the update in the tangent space of the Stiefel manifold. In the end, the resulting update is projected back to the Stiefel manifold with a retraction operation Γ. For more details about the Riemannian geometry of Stiefel manifolds and the retraction operation on Riemannian manifolds, we refer the readers to [35, 34] . Accordingly, the update of the current connection weight w t on the Stiefel manifold respects the following form
where w t is the current weight, Γ denotes the retraction operation that actually corresponds to QR decomposition, λ is the learning rate, Ω(·) indicates the standard Adam operation, ∇L w t (w t ) T w t is the normal component of the Euclidean gradient ∇L w t , which can be computed by the conventional backpropagation.
Discussion
Pure transporters without decoding: Theoretically, OT models are able to directly transfer the source distribution to target distribution. In order to fully utilize the generalization power of neural network, we still keep the decoder as one of our components. Nevertheless, to endow the transporter with the generalization capacity, it is possible to incrementally accumulate the cumulative function of the target distribution from previous mini-batch data. It is believed that pure transporters is highly likely to work as a complete generative model, which we leave it to the future work.
Possible alternative to the 'black box': The neural networks have long been criticized because of their black box property. Containing millions of training parameters it is difficult to quantitatively analysis how the weights affect the performance. By introducing well-developed OT models, it is possible to replace the entangled neural network layer with OT components. For example, traditional convolutional layer can be regarded as a relaxed feature space projection. In the case of our proposed GAT, if we impose the orthogonal constraint, it becomes our orthogonal projection layer. If we further impose the one dimensional OT constraint on activation function, the whole network can be considered as a learnable OT with convergence guarantee, such that we can better interpret the component of the traditional neural networks and decipher the mechanism of each layer.
(a) 5 optimal transport blocks (b) 10 optimal transport blocks (c) 50 optimal transport blocks Figure 3 : Generated results at varying the number of optimal transport blocks for the transporter
Experiments
In this section, we studied the generalization capacity of the proposed GAT model. To this end, we trained our GAT model on two standard benchmarks: CelebFaces Attributes (CelebA) [36] and CIFAR-10 [37] . For CelebA, following [24] , we first employed Viola-Jones dectector to detect face, and then resized it to 64 × 64. For CIFAR-10, we utilized the standard 32 × 32 images in 10 classes. Then we compared our method to the state-of-the-art generative model (Boundary Equilibrium Generative Adversarial Networks [24] , BEGAN 2 ). In addition, we studied the key parameters, the smooth embedding continuity and the property of the loss function of our method.
Experimental Setup
Transporter As illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) , we cascade the optimal transport blocks layerwise, for each layer we use the prior (source) distribution to guide the optimal transport. In order to balance the diversity and fidelity of generated images, the block number is determined to be 10. Fig. 3 shows that using 5 transport blocks achieves good diversity of faces, though at the cost of twisting the facial shape. With 50 optimal blocks the facial structure are well captured, however it presents the tendency to create average faces. Besides, we fix the bin number of histogram to 32 and the parameter α = −1 of the histogram soft-assignment. For simplicity, the embedding dimension is only set to 100.
Decoder Basically, we follow the decoder design (see Fig. 2 (b) ) proposed by [24] , except the fact that we replace the exponential linear units (ELUs) with ReLU and batch normalization (BN), since BN can increase the training speed [38] and provide sufficient diversity of the output. Following [24] , we added or removed convolutional layers to adjust the model for changed resolutions from 32 to 64. The filter number of all the convolutional layers is set to 64 and the filter size is 3 × 3.
Training In general, we used Adam for the entire model with a fixed learning rate 10 −4 , decaying by a factor of 0.5. For the orthogonal matrices of transporter, after Adam update in the tangent space, we project them back (i.e., the retraction Γ) to the Stiefel manifold with QR decomposition. Meanwhile, the mini-batch size is set to 64. Having been benefited from the ability of distribution optimal transport, we can use a simple tractable pixel-wise l 1 norm between an image and its reconstruction to train the proposed GAT network without involving complicated loss/discriminator design.
Evaluation
We mainly conducted two types of evaluations on CelebA and CIFAR-10. Firstly, we followed most of the generative models to input Gaussian/uniform distributed data for image generation. In contrast to the common evaluation, we believe it is more reasonable to input arbitrary distributed data in the real-world setting. Accordingly, in this paper, we were inspired to propose a more practical benchmark for testing generative models -let the inputs be real data distribution like the CIFAR-10 data, so that we can explore how embedding distribution assumptions affect the performance. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time to run the practical experiment transferring one real dataset distribution to another one for generative models. Gaussian → CelebA We presented some representative facial results in Fig.4 (a) (b) from the stateof-the-art BEGAN [24] and our GAT. Visually, our GAT created plausible face images as competitive as BEGAN. It is admitted that visual quality performed by BEGAN is excellent, considering its fine texture and details, for example its teeth generation. On the other hand, GAT demonstrated more diversities such as facial expression, light expose, hair and face color etc. It is concluded that our autotransporter contributes to the advantage of our model given that we share the similar encoder architecture as BEGAN. Of course, both BEGAN and GAT lack of male images as well as glass, which confirms the bias comes from the dataset itself, the CelebA dataset is short of male images and person with eye glasses.
Gaussian → CIFAR-10 We reported some results in Fig.4 (c) (d) under the same training protocol as CelebA. As we can see, our GAT is capable of generating certain level of semantically meaningful objects, along with recognizable textures. However, as the GAT model currently uses a very simple l 1 pixel-wise reconstruction loss that would not be suitable for the data containing much variation, its generated samples for CIFAR-10 are inevitably more blurred than those from BEGAN. CIFAR-10 → CelebA As to the real data to real data transfer, Fig.5 shows some interesting comparison, here the images in Fig.5 (c) are 'created' by the ones in Fig.5 (a) at the same position, so do Fig.5 (d) ,(f). First of all, we can observe that BEGAN generates some distorted faces, which shows it performs badly on learning high-dimensional and arbitrary distributed representation. Fig.5 (e) demonstrates that our transporter indeed learned an coarse approximation of CIFAR-10 data distribution, with the help of decoder we can transfer the CIFAR-10 image to a plausible face. Interestingly, a pretty lady with black hair comes from a ship (the center image of Fig.5 (d, f) ), while one male with glass is actually transformed by a deer, presented in the bottom image of Fig.5 (d, f) , which is rarely seen in the Gaussian → CelebA experiments. Followed by the visual results, it is believed that our model are robust to the different prior distribution. Moreover, our model can benefit from such difference and create image with various face style, expressions, poses and even in black glasses.
Smooth Embedding Interpolation To measure the generalization ability of GAT, we sample the embedding vectors with Gaussian prior and generate the transition embedding by linear interpolation. Fig.6 shows smooth transitions between two different embeddings. For instance, in the first line, we witness a clear change from open mouth with teeth to closed mouth, as well as the skin color from white to dark. In the last line, the smooth change from the male to female can be easily identified.
Loss Function Property As we explained before, one advantage of GAT is that it does not require black box encoder or discriminator as used in VAEs and GANs, which is one important bottleneck for GANs. Furthermore, unlike VAEs, we don't need distribution metric like KL divergence to impose the Gaussian prior on embedding, not to mention KL divergence is difficult to compute for non Gaussian distribution. In our case, we only apply the simple l 1 loss and Fig.7 shows a smooth convergence curve which correlates the image fidelity well, as the l 1 loss converges, the image quality becomes better. Eventually, we can avoid the 'discriminator loss fails to indicate the training quality' problem in GANs.
Conclusion
Our paper is an attempt to unveil the potential power of Optimal Transport in unsupervised learning, more specifically in a generative model. For this purpose, we proposed a novel Generative Autotransporter model. Unlike traditional generative models completely built upon neural networks, we are the first to introduce the learnable transport blocks to overcome the existing problems occured in VAEs and GANs. This is our first step towards an efficient and interpretable generative method. By applying a simple l l loss function, experimental results show that GAT can produce as visually pleasing as the state-of-the-art method like BEGAN. Hence, it is expected that the Optimal Transport theory will demonstrate its strength in the future.
